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You can read more about the Nison Candle Highlighter here: A: If a time is 1 minute past start date, that might be the result. I believe you can use a
Cumulative Sum to sort out the time frame. =IF(H2:H10=E2;IF(B2:B10=E3;IF(C2:C10=E4;IF(A2:A10=E5;IF(D2:D10=E6; If that does not work, please

share a look at the formula and a sample input. You can work back from the formula to what you're trying to identify. Q: Why is the type casting needed for
the assignment to the new Node object Just playing around with the Node class, I came across something that I think I did not understand. Considering a
new Node object created using the constructor, Node fred = new Node("Fred"); Now I wanted to assign the variable fred to the value of an attribute of
another object, Node other = new Node("Bob"); other.var = "Fred"; fred = other; I thought I could simply assign the other variable to the fred variable,

however, this did not work. Why do I need the type casting in this case (Node = Node) A: The cast is required to preserve the readability and portability of
the code. Imagine a different way of writing the assignment above: var other = new Node("Bob"); var other2 = (Node)other; other2.var = "Fred"; //other =

other2; // DANGER!! You've just assigned the value of //other to other2 and not the other variable. This reads much better than: var other = new
Node("Bob"); other.var = "Fred"; Node other2 = (Node)other; As for portability of code: when you write the latter, you're accepting to be told what you're

really doing or not. For instance, if you use a debugger, it will show the original "old" object because it has the same type as fred. If you ever want the "new"
object to be 3da54e8ca3
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